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Abstract: The management of preservation policies for large digital collections can be an onerous task. Typical policies may control ingest of records, extraction of required provenance information, replication of records, retention and disposition, and validation of assessment criteria. For this study, we chose for this prototype a basic set of policies related to the accession and retention of digital records, and involved in ensuring integrity and authenticity of the records. Policies are presented at an abstract level through graphical user interfaces which are oriented towards archivists. In this paper, we describe a prototype that demonstrates the composition and application of preservation policies.

Problem Statement

Previous empirical research has posited a theory of digital preservation that describes a minimal set of preservation processes required to implement archival management policies, and the minimum set of preservation metadata needed to validate the integrity of a digital repository (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 2002), (Moore 2008), (Beagrie 2002). Efforts have been made to enumerate the policies required to produce a trusted digital repository by defining assessment criteria, mapping them to management policies, and identifying those capabilities required to implement the policies (Moore, Rajasekar and Marciano 2007), (Moore 2005), (CRL and OCLC, 2007).

There are a potentially large set of computer actionable rules required to create a trusted digital repository (Moore, Rajasekar, and Wan 2002). The ability to express policy through computer-actionable rules, and the ability to make assertions about the integrity

---

1 iRODS, (the integrated Rule-Oriented Data System), is a unique platform that enables the creation of a trusted digital repository through the ability to define and apply preservation policies. The DICE group (Data Intensive Cyber Environments), who develops iRODS, has been working with the National Center for Advanced Systems and Technologies (NCAST) of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) on building digital preservation environments based on iRODS. NARA has been particularly interested in preservation policies that enforce integrity, authenticity and chain of custody of their records.
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of the preservation environment, can have a significant impact on the cost and effort required to build a trusted digital repository. In order to manage this potentially complex set of policies and attributes, it has become a requirement to develop and implement systems that allow the composition of policies and verification of policy enforcement by the archivist.

Work is proceeding on the top-down definition of policies and attributes that constitute a trusted digital repository (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 2009). iRODS (integrated Rule-Oriented Data System) provides the capability both to implement the necessary policies and to maintain the metadata required to manage a secure digital repository (Moore, Rajasekar, and Marciano 2007). Within iRODS, objects can be stored, replicated, and organized into collections representing series of records. In addition, iRODS uses a system of rules to automate the management of data based on various events, such as the ingest of files (Rajasekar et al. 2010). The iRODS system requires the expression of policies as computer actionable rules that control the execution of procedures. The computer actionable rules are stored in a rule base and applied on every interaction with the data management environment. The procedures are implemented as computer executable workflows that are composed by chaining basic functional units (micro-services). The application of policies within iRODS therefore requires a translation from the desired policy into a rule that controls when, where, and what is done to a record.

This project investigated a system to “bridge the gap” between high-level policy, and the enforcement of policy using computer-actionable rules within the policy-driven iRODS repository. Previously, the PLEDGE project identified a goal “to develop its policies and rules engines in such a way that working archivists can interact with the system to specify the policies and maintain them over time” (Smith and Moore 2007). In that spirit, this paper describes a prototype system that allowed specification of policy by the composition of policy templates from components that represent specific preservation actions. The prototype considered key aspects of a user-friendly system intended to support policy development by archivists and other professionals in the practice of digital preservation.

In developing this prototype, we observed the following three principles:

*First and foremost*, the interfaces must be intuitive and easy to use. The archival interfaces should be organized around use cases and workflows typical to digital repositories. The details of programming rules and micro-services should be hidden from
non-technical users and replaced with interfaces that declaratively specify what the policies should do.

Second, the archival interface should allow archivists to view the status of data objects, and to verify that policies are being applied correctly. Archival interfaces should depict the state of workflows that are part of the policy, and show exceptions and audit information appropriate to the policy and role of the viewer.

A third important aspect is that the enforcement of policy must be transparent to the person who is interacting with a digital repository. The applicable policies must be applied regardless of the client used to access the repository.

Method

Our methodology included both the creation of a technical solution in the form of building a prototype and an examination of previous research that explored what types of policies are machine-actionable (CRL and OCLC 2007). We focused on the technical solution of the study in this paper, and for purposes of scoping the prototype, limited the policy type to those associated with a Submission Information Package (SIP) (Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems 2002).

We created a prototype that allowed us to investigate key aspects of a system that could bridge the gap between high-level policy specification, and computer-actionable rules within a trusted digital repository (Moore, Rajasekar, and Wan 2002). The investigation included the development of interfaces that archivists might use to define and apply policies based on established best practices (Smorul et al. 2004).

We limited the scope of this prototype to include the transfer, validation, and replication of digital records at the point of ingest (Fedora and the Preservation of University Records Project 2006). We specified the transfer and validation at the point where the archive receives the SIP. We limited the ingest function to check whether or not the submitter is authorized to commit the SIP to the archive, whether the SIP contains malicious code, and whether or not the record components are corrupted. Specifically, we focused on providing functionality that authorizes the submitter to provide material to the repository, run a virus scan, calculate and store a checksum, replicate the data, and specify a retention period.

Results and Discussion
As part of the study, we focused on managing the content in the preservation environment, as well as on creating and enforcing policies and legal agreements [14]. As the prototype design proceeded, several roles emerged around which the ingest process was organized. Therefore, we defined the following roles:

- **Archive administrator** - overall administrator with access to all interface functions.
- **Policy administrator** - develops and manages repositories of policy templates.
- **Collection curator** - creates new collections or record series, and applies and customizes policy templates to control the treatment of records in the collection or series.
- **Record submitter** - uploads content into established collections or record series.

Based on these roles, a set of high-level components was identified:

- An “archive manager” component that can track repositories of computer-actionable rule mappings, and policy templates.
- A “rule mapping” of computer actionable rules that describes an iRODS rule through “plain language” descriptions of a policy element, and describes the attributes that tailor the actions of the rule such that these attributes may be displayed and customized via a user interface. These mappings can be placed into a rule mapping repository.
- A description of a “policy template”. In part, these templates are composed by selecting rule mappings from a repository, and setting of default properties based on the attributes described in the rule mapping. The policy templates may be placed in a policy repository.
- A “record series” creation component that can define a new collection of records, such that they are bound to a selected policy. At the time of binding, a policy template is selected from a policy repository, and this policy is displayed for customization.
- A “policy resolution” process where operations on a data object or collection with a bound policy are recognized, and the controlling policy is discovered and activated.

The policy binding framework (Figure 1) describes the proposed architecture at a high level. In order to encapsulate the necessary metadata about the policy, mechanisms to represent the policy template, and the binding of policy templates to record series were considered. In this case, the application stored the various mapping and template files as XML within a set of standard “shadow directories” in the archive. Further, the
application used iRODS user-defined metadata expressed as Attribute, Value, Unit (AVU) triples to link the various parts of the system together, and to record customizations of the various elements. These AVU mappings are implied in the “bind and customize” links in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Policy binding framework

The interface for policy definition and policy binding in our prototype is called Arch (Figure 2). This web application was able to utilize the above described framework of mappings, repositories, and bindings between a policy and a record series, resulting in the dynamic application of iRODS rules based on policy definitions.

Figure 2. Arch main menu screen shot
When a user selects a policy to be applied to a series, Arch adds metadata to the corresponding collection in iRODS. The policy is bound to the series in the form of metadata attributes referencing an existing policy and specifying parameters for that policy.

A rule engine in iRODS controls the enforcement of preservation policies, taking on the function of the “policy resolution” component. Each rule is comprised of a condition and a workflow made of micro-services, which are commands that the iRODS server can invoke and that are each designed to do a given task. Policy components available when creating a policy correspond to operations that can be performed by existing iRODS micro-services. An accession policy action thus consists of a sequence of micro-services executed upon ingest of a record. Every time a new record is ingested into a series, iRODS looks at the metadata associated with that series, and if policy related metadata attributes are present a sequence of micro-services representing the policy's actions is executed.
As the prototype was scoped to the ingest function, a complementary data transfer client was developed. The ingest client was called “iDrop”, and can be described as a series viewer primarily designed to allow easy and seamless data ingest through drag and drop actions (Figure 3). A transfer manager was implemented to manage and monitor large queues of transfers, and to handle network interruptions.

**Figure 3.- iDrop screenshot**

![iDrop screenshot](image)

This client was developed so to be “policy aware”. Each micro-service sequence designed to apply a policy action to an object also updates metadata attributes representing the object’s status. For this prototype, specific icons have been made and integrated with iDrop to represent application of virus scan and checksum policies. They automatically appear when the policies have been applied. For replication and retention period policies one can see the status of an object in regards to these policies by clicking on the metadata icon next to the object’s name in iDrop. The series browser in iDrop therefore displays collections and objects in a way that reflects compliance (or not) to their associated policies.
This project demonstrated a system to “bridge the gap” between the high-level policy definition, and the enforcement of policy using the policy-driven iRODS repository.

The ability to declaratively build and apply policies in a digital repository were demonstrated at the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) through the Arch and iDrop interfaces to the Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype (TPAP) test bed. The significant components of the demonstration were:

- **Ease of use of the interfaces.** The Arch interface was designed to present policies to the user in terms of natural language constructs. The user entered the minimal amount of information needed to establish the policy input parameters. The user then defined which policies would be applied to a record series.

- **Automation of data transfers.** The iDrop interface manages the transmission of data from a remote computer into the data grid, which requires monitoring the success of the transmission, maintaining a log of all attempted data transfers, tracking errors, and presenting a report to the user of what was accomplished. The interface can be extended to automate recovery from standard errors. This greatly decreases the effort needed to automate recovery from standard errors.

- **Automated policy detection.** A generic policy for processing the ingest of records was developed. The generic policy queried the collection under which the record was being saved, extracted the set of policy input parameters from the collection attributes, decided which rule needed to be executed, and automatically invoked the correct procedures. The implication is that the invocation of policies was reified in terms of the policy input parameters. This minimizes the number of rules that need to be implemented, and characterizes each policy in terms of the input parameters.

- **Standard policy sets.** A policy repository was created within the TPAP test bed to hold an XML-based characterization of each policy. The process decoupled the specification of a policy from the association of the policy with a record series. Thus a policy could be defined, and then be independently applied to multiple record series, each with a different set of input parameters.

- **Standard rule sets.** Each policy was composed from multiple rules that in turn were managed within a rule repository. Each rule was characterized as an ASCII file and stored in a rule repository within the TPAP test bed. Thus new rules could be added and new versions of rules could be created.
Findings and Conclusion

This prototype shows that computer actionable rules can automatically apply a set of policies and enforce desired preservation properties. At this point however the creation of preservation policies in iRODS still requires significant knowledge of the underlying system.

Within the scope of the prototype, we demonstrated how high-level policies could be mapped to low-level implementations in the iRODS rule language. The prototype also showed that the manipulation of the high-level policies could be done via graphical user interfaces.

The representation of policies in the prototype was closely tied to existing iRODS rule engine capabilities. The development or adoption of a cross-repository generic policy expression language was not in the scope of the prototype. Further specification of a generic policy language that can express the policy set is an important effort. Groups such as the W3C Policy Languages Interest Group have identified several interesting policy languages and use cases. We feel that the idea of policy composition, binding, and customization via graphical interfaces is an interesting perspective on the larger question of the translation of high-level policy to actionable rules.

The prototype concentrated on one type of rule, atomic rules, which are “those which occur on execution of a specific event (in the event-condition-action model) and are most often evaluated at the item level on each execution of a related operation” (Smith and Moore 2007). Since the ingest rules were limited to a subset of the possible events that could occur within iRODS, it was a straight-forward mapping. iRODS itself presents sixty-nine published event ‘hooks’ where iRODS rules are automatically enforced. The event hooks cover the initiation and completion of various operations within iRODS, such as the ingest of a data object, or the creation of a collection. An important conceptual exercise to further define a bridge between high-level policy and computer-actionable rules within iRODS would be a mapping of events in an archive to the policies that pertain to that particular event at an abstract level. This will be most important in any elaboration of a “policy resolution” component that recognizes such an event, resolves the applicable policy, and applies the policy at the correct time within iRODS. In the design of the prototype, this sort of mapping was also discussed in terms of steps in the archival process, such as accession and arrangement. Limiting the prototype to a subset of the ingest process allowed us to proceed in development, but the lack of such conceptual event mapping is a significant limitation to creating a generalizable solution.
The design of a policy-driven repository with the qualities suggested by this prototype rests on the required suite of rules and associated metadata attributes described in the ‘theory of digital preservation’ (Moore 2008). The definition of these rules and metadata attributes remains the fundamental question. It has been shown that such mapping of policies and attributes is feasible, and this process has been illustrated in some detail (Smith and Moore 2007). The Arch and iDrop prototype systems show potential interfaces and mechanisms to implement high-level policy handling using iRODS. Such a system could bridge “the gap” between high-level policy and computer-actionable rules, and present tools and graphical interfaces to archivists to configure and monitor the application of policies in a digital repository.
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